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Hansel and Gretel
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NARRATOR: " Once upon a time .......Right foot fust,left foot then, Round about and back again!"

Engelbert Humperdinck
L854- t92L

Allegretto con moto J :c. 108

cue...."During the next piece, the horn plays the tune she hears him sing."
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Oboe -2-

DOCO plu mOSSO
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poco a poco piü animato-

Molto J *c. 84

pp

"The cuckoo call is here played by the oboe while this time, the flute plays the tune."

poco rit.

"fhe clarinet will now play the tune that she sings to those words."

Andante ):c.92



Oboe -3-

"Listen to the bassoon play the song he sings as he sprinkles the sand."

5.
piü lento J :c. 80

mf
poco rit.

"The music to the prayer which follows is one of the mosl well known and best loved parts of the whole opera."

Sostenuto J :c.76 6.
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Rit. A tempo
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Moderato ):c.92

poco rit.
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Oboe -4-

"Hear how the clarinet imitates the flurries of dew drops being shaken from the flowers."

7.
Allegro non troppo J --c. 80

"It smells so delicious. How nice it would be to eat!"
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Animato J.:c. 80



Misterioso J :c. 80

Aboe -5-

"Nibble nibble mousekin, Who's nibbling at my housekin?"

9.

"In the music that follows, the oboe plays the part of the witch as the spell is cast."

tr poco a poco animato
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Allegro non koppo J:c.92
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Oboe -6-

"See if you think the flute sounds a little like her shrill laugh as it copies the clarinet at the beginning."
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Allegro con spirito J =c. 108 .<t
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"Can you hear the one-two-three one-two-three of the waltzinthe next piece?"

1r)LL.



-8-

"....the oven shot into the air and thundered back to the ground again in pieces."

'laIJ.
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"Listen out for the oboe playing Gretel's part, and then the horn playing Hansel's reply."

Molto tranquillo J:c. 88 14'
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-9-

"Wb'll sing and dance and shout for glee!"

J_5.

"Hurrah! Hunah! The witch is dead! Reallv dead!"

Vivace J:c.1264:?
16.

Vivace J:c. 100
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